
Filename Description Duration
CROWD on medium plaza, walla, bell tolling.wav Sweden. Winter. Ext. Medium plaza with heavy crowd, tolling church bell, yelling kids, footsteps and walla 02:47.164

CROWD on medium square with yelling kids.wav Sweden. Winter. Ext. Medium plaza with crowd, yelling kids, footsteps and walla 02:58.364

CROWD on Sergels torg square near railway station.wav Sweden. Winter. Ext. Medium square near T-Centralen station (Sergels torg), crowd walla and shouts, footsteps, 

echo, low rumble from trains
03:52.000

CROWD on small plaza at night, distant fireworks, car arriving.wav Sweden. Winter. Ext. Night, small plaza with light crowd, kids, passing cars and occasional distant fireworks 04:19.626

CROWD on small plaza with kids.wav Sweden. Winter. Ext. Small plaza with medium crowd, crying kid, footsteps, rustling clothes, walla and occasional 

lonely bird
02:53.461

INTERIOR food store, light crowd, refrigerator hum.wav Sweden. Int. Food store with fluctuated refrigerator hum and light crowd 02:57.216

INTERIOR Kungliga slottet palace, lots of echo, footsteps, door slam.wav Sweden. Int. Kungliga slottet palace, lots of echo, footsteps, door slam 03:29.151

INTERIOR museum lobby, yelling kids, crowd, walla, movement, AC hum.wav Sweden. Int. Museum lobby, near entrance. Yelling kids, crowd movement, walla, AC hum 03:08.991

INTERIOR oceanarium, running water, yelling kids, walla.wav Sweden. Int. Oceanarium with running water, AC hum, medium crowd, yelling kids and walla 04:43.754

INTERIOR Seven-Eleven cafe, light crowd, preparing food.wav Sweden. Int. Seven-Eleven cafe with light crowd, walla, preparing food and refrigerator hum 04:15.680

INTERIOR Skansen traditional house museum, walla, yelling kid, footsteps on wood.wav Sweden. Int. Skansen traditional house museum, small crowd, walla, yelling kid, footsteps on wood floor, presenter 

voice
03:22.357

INTERIOR sports shop interior, rustling clothes, light clowd, walla, AC hum.wav Sweden. Int. Sports shop, light crowd, rustling clothes, walla, AC hum 03:26.933

INTERIOR Storkyrkan cathedral, light crowd, occasional camera shots.wav Sweden. Int. Storkyrkan cathedral, echo, light crowd, occasional photo shots 05:03.040

INTERIOR terrarium, children, walla, heavy AC hum.wav Sweden. Int. Terrarium, medium crowd with children, walla and heavy AC hum 02:45.738

INTERIOR Vassa museum, second floor, tight space, crowd, children, footsteps.wav Sweden. Int. Vassa museum, second floor, tight space, crowd, walla, footsteps on wood floor, children, AC hum 03:08.842

INTERIOR Vassa museum, third floor, crowd, walla, distant child crying, footsteps.wav Sweden. Int. Vassa museum, third floor, crowd, walla, creaking footsteps on wood floor, distant electronic 

presenter, children
03:26.718

INTERIOR Vassa museum, wide perspective, crowd, walla.wav Sweden. Int. Vassa museum, observation site, wide perspective, footsteps, crowd, walla, children 03:05.206

PARK Skansen, chirping sparrows, footsteps on gravel, walla.wav Sweden. Winter. Ext. Skansen park with light crowd, walla, footsteps on gravel and constant sparrows chirping 03:26.037

PARK Skansen, wide perspective, footsteps on gravel, distant voices, airplanes overhead.wav Sweden. Winter. Ext. Skansen park, windy, dry leaves rustle, wide perspective, footsteps on gravel, distant voices, 

airplanes and helicopters overhead
04:01.967

ROOMTONE bathroom ambience in hotel, AC hum.wav Sweden. Int. Roomtone, bathroom ambience in hotel, AC hum 03:07.210

ROOMTONE bathroom ambience in hotel, AC with squeaking noise.wav Sweden. Int. Roomtone, bathroom ambience in hotel, fluctuating squeaking noise from AC, occasional very quiet 

voices behind door
02:25.536

ROOMTONE flat, day, closed window, AC hum, calm street, sounds behind wall.wav Sweden. Int. Roomtone, small flat, day, closed window, AC hum, calm street, light traffic, occasional sounds 

behind wall
04:09.482

ROOMTONE flat, day, open window, AC hum, calm street, voices, activity, bell tolling.wav Sweden. Int. Roomtone, small flat, day, open window, AC hum, calm street, voices, slamming doors, passing cars, 

bell tolling
04:44.842

ROOMTONE flat, night, closed window, AC hum, calm street, sounds behind wall.wav Sweden. Int. Roomtone, small flat, night, closed window, AC hum, calm street, occasional sounds behind wall 03:27.701

ROOMTONE flat, night, open window, AC hum, calm street, child, voices, bell tolling.wav Sweden. Int. Roomtone, small flat, night, open window, AC hum, calm street, voices, passing car, child, bell tolling 03:39.328

ROOMTONE restroom ambience in cafe, quiet distant music.wav Sweden. Int. Roomtone, restroom ambience in cafe, no people, quiet music behind door 02:35.093

STREET close to medium traffic, pedestrians, occasional music from cars, walla.wav Sweden. Winter. Ext. Medium street traffic from very close distance, pedestrians, walla, footsteps, music from 

passing cars
02:53.873

STREET Djurgardsvagen st with light traffic and pedestrians.wav Sweden. Winter. Ext. Djurgardsvagen street with light traffic, passing trams and pedestrians. Windy. 02:47.242

STREET medium traffic with trams, fair music, footsteps, walla.wav Sweden. Winter. Ext. Medium street traffic, footsteps, walla, trams passing, fair music in distance, chattering traffic 

light
02:52.373

STREET night promenade, wet traffic, pedestrians, traffic light, distant fireworks.wav Sweden. Winter. Ext. Night, wet promenade with chattering traffic light, passing cars, occasional pedestrians and 

distant fireworks
03:12.106

STREET night, light crowd, footsteps, waterdrops with echo, crying child in distance.wav Sweden. Winter. Ext. Calm echoey street at night, rain aftermath, waterdrops, pedestrians passing by, child crying 

in medium distance
03:09.216
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STREET night, walkway, lots of pedestrians, walla, distant traffic, bell tolling.wav Sweden. Winter. Ext. Night walkway, lots of pedestrians, walla, footsteps, bell tolling, background traffic 04:03.072

STREET promenade, wet medium traffic, trams, pedestrians passing by, children.wav Sweden. Winter. Ext. Day promenade, faced towards medium wet traffic, trams, pedestrians with children passing 

by
03:14.221

STREET promenade, wet medium traffic, trams, walkway, pedestrians passing by.wav Sweden. Winter. Ext. Day promenade, wet medium traffic, faced towards walkway, trams, footsteps, pedestrians 

passing by
03:37.493

STREET very quiet backstreet, windy, melting snow, echo, occasional people activity.wav Sweden. Winter. Ext. Very quiet windy backstreet with echo and almost no traffic, melting snow with waterdrops, 

occasional voices and footsteps
02:26.251

TRAFFIC on bridge, close distance, train passing by in distance.wav Sweden. Winter. Ext. Medium traffic on bridge, distant trains passing, occasional distant pedestrians activity 03:39.989

TRAFFIC under bridge, echo, distant trains rumble.wav Sweden. Winter. Ext. Medium traffic under bridge, distant trains passing, occasional distant pedestrians activity 03:45.120

TRAFFIC wet, rainy, under bridge with echo.wav Sweden. Winter. Ext. Medium wet traffic under bridge, rainy, occasional distant pedestrians activity 03:50.336

TRANSPORT Arlanda airport exterior, cars and buses, luggage rolling, voices.wav Sweden. Winter. Ext. Arlanda airport exterior, wet road, buses and cars passing by, luggage rolling, footsteps, 

voices
04:26.549

TRANSPORT Arlanda airport interior, main hall, heavy crowd, footsteps, PA.wav Sweden. Int. Arlanda airport interior, main hall, heavy crowd, walla, footsteps, luggage rolling, PA announcer 04:16.085

TRANSPORT Arlanda express bus ride, constant speed, walla.wav Sweden. Int. Arlanda express bus ride, constant speed, walla 04:07.627

TRANSPORT Arlanda express bus, on board, passengers entering, luggage, PA.wav Sweden. Int. Arlanda express bus, on board, passengers entering, walla, luggage accommodation, PA announcer 04:13.135

TRANSPORT Centralstation bus station, hum, crowd in distance, luggage.wav Sweden. Winter. Ext. Centralstation bus station, engines hum, crowd and walla in distance, luggage rattling 02:46.879

TRANSPORT Centralstation bus terminal interior, heavy crowd, walla, luggage.wav Sweden. Int. Centralstation bus terminal interior, heavy crowd, footsteps, walla, luggage rolling, AC hum 03:41.422

TRANSPORT Centralstation main hall, high ceiling, crowd, luggage, PA announcer.wav Sweden. Int. Centralstation main hall, high ceiling, echo, medium crowd, walla, footsteps, luggage, PA announcer 04:15.247

TRANSPORT Centralstation platform, train hum, PA announcer, light crowd.wav Sweden. Int. Centralstation platform, PA announcer, train hum, light crowd, luggage 04:31.161

TRANSPORT Centralstation underground hall, walla, footsteps, luggage, escalator.wav Sweden. Int. Centralstation underground hall, heavy crowd, footsteps, walla, luggage rolling, escalator 03:33.802

TRANSPORT T-Centralen underground hall, walla, footsteps, luggage, distant trains.wav Sweden. Int. T-Centralen underground hall, heavy crowd, footsteps, walla, luggage rolling, distant trains 03:31.852

WATERFRONT bay area, water laps, very windy, plane overhead, distant voices.wav Swedeb. Winter. Ext. Bay area, water laps, very windy with gusts, plane overhead, distant voices, birds, metal 

creaks, harbour sounds
03:12.819

WATERFRONT light promenade walkway, footsteps, children, plane overhead.wav Sweden. Winter. Ext. Light promenade walkway on small distance, windy, boat passing, birds, footsteps, children 

shambling, plane overhead
03:53.520

WATERFRONT lively promenade walkway, footsteps, walla, water laps.wav Sweden. Winter. Ext. Close to promenade walkway, windy, footsteps, walla, water laps, birds, windy 02:55.210

WATERFRONT promenade with gravel walkway, windy, water laps, light crowd.wav Sweden. Winter. Ext. Close to light promenade with gravel road, windy, harbour sounds, light crowd, airplanes 03:35.616

WATERFRONT windy promenade with ducks and seagulls, light traffic and footsteps.wav Sweden. Winter. Ext. Windy day, promenade with lots of seagulls and ducks, footsteps, light traffic 02:55.574
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